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The 1980s were a period of revival of another kind for cinematography 
in China. This cinematography was the depiction of Nanjing massacres which flooded 
the screen via a changing PRC political agenda that provided this “humiliation” with a 
historical-political value by sanctifying it as a “National martyrdom”. This 
cinematography produced movies with nationalist and propagandist trends, a 
genuinely jingoistic depiction demonizing Japanese and victimizing the Chinese 
nation. 
 
2009, Lu Chuan, a young director, with his new movie Nanjing! Nanjing! 
(City Of Life And Death) comes to recount the holocaust of Nanjing in a different 
light. It breaks the old tradition of Nanjing cinematic depiction by “humanizing” the 
enemy. He has been the butt of harsh criticism from the ultra-nationalists who see his 
third long feature film as a pro-Japanese movie.  Our study focuses on the study of 
collective memory conveyed by the movie and the criticisms of the audience 
generated by its content. 
 
By screening images taken in black and white, it inspires a dark and 
gloomy time in history of this martyred city, the movie depicts horror in all its fullness, 
a holocaust suffered by the Chinese people, both civilians and Chinese POWs. As a 
docudrama, this movie is an element that nurtures and sustains Chinese collective 
memory. It is a true medium by which people can reflect on its painful past. 
 
Viewing the movie has had some effects. The director had hoped for a 
new perception of the Nanjing massacre but his movie has been overwhelmed by an 
unprecedented outpouring of criticism both against and for the movie. These 
criticisms contain various nationalist ideologies. Thus this nationalism can line up in 
various ranges and has labeled the movie on with differing tendencies: a propagandist 
nationalist movie, historical and victimization movie without forgetting its new-liberal 
and humanistic dimension. While these comments are in favor of the movie, there are 
who are completely against it. This ultra-nationalist faction criticizes the director to be 
pro-Japanese, and in some occasions have had death threats against him. This movie 
is a good occasion to probe the Chinese collective memory about the Nanjing 
massacres and to evaluate the weight of Chinese nationalism around a martyred 
country. 
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Chapter 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background of the study  
As the title of the movie suggests, the back ground of the study is a 
historical and political issue that still haunts the Chinese nation: that is the Nanjing 
invasion by Japanese Imperial Army, commonly known as the Nanjing massacre or 
The rape of Nanjing. Now the Capital of Jiangsu Province in Eastern China, Nanjing 
was then the capital of the Republic of China during the second Sino-Japanese war. To 
parade their military supremacy and to bow down the Great neighbor, and after the 
collapse of major Chinese cities such as Shanghai and Beijing, the advance of the 
Japanese should be completed by the triumphant re-entry into the capital of the 
Republic which housed the political center of yesteryear.  The conquered city was 
then the theater of the unimaginable horrors. During that period, hundreds of 
thousands of POWs and civilians were murdered and women were systematically 
raped. The two thousand year-old splendid city of Nanjing was turned in ruins by 
arsons and looting.  
 
This tragedy remains a contentious political issue, since its historical 
interpretation is controversial for both sides. Chinese victims and Japanese invaders, 
especially on the number of victims and the Japanese attitude of revisionism. The 
Nanjing massacres profoundly scared the Chinese consciousness so much that it is 
now an inexhaustible source that inspires the movie industry. Many movies have been 
made about it and the newest and most controversial by its new narrative way is City 
of Life and Death (Nanjing! Nanjing!) directed by Lu Chuan, which has aroused 
strong passions characterized sometimes by exacerbated nationalist sentiment. This 
thesis focuses on the study of collective memory conveyed by the movie and the 
criticisms of the audience generated by its content. 
 
1.2. Literature review 
City of Life and Death (Nanjing! Nanjing!) is a new movie. Only one 
year has passed since it was made so as there is not much literature about it. This 
literature review does not discuss exclusively about the movie but rather about a 
recent cinematography on Nanjing massacre of which Lu Chuan’s movie is the most 
beautiful jewel and the most recent masterpiece among full length docudrama movies 
about the massacre.  
 
The Nanjing massacres came on stage when Chinese cinema entered a 
new era known as “The Fifth generation (1980s-1990s)” and “The Sixth generation 
and beyond, (1990s-present days).”1 It seemed that the Nanjing massacre did not 
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have anything to attract the attention of moviemakers, and nobody would not have 
any interest related to an event old more than one half-century and which recalls a 
national humiliation.  
 
Many people were concerned about the collective amnesia about the 
Nanjing massacre of the period before the 1980s. As noted by Michael Berry, the 
Nanjing incident had suffered from two handicaps that consigned it to oblivion2 : 
1) The Nanjing massacre was largely marginalized in the west until the 
1997 publication of Iris Chang book “The Rape of Nanjing. The 
Forgotten Holocaust of World War II” 
2) The Nanjing massacre was consistently underplayed in China for 
political reasons. 
 
Finally in mid 1980s, cinematic depictions began to be screened via a 
changing PRC political agenda3. Since then it has been produced by three main film 
industries: Mainland China based companies, Hong Kong and Taiwan companies. 
Later on foreign directors also joined the group. It appears seems that the censorship 
in China has slowed the cinema industry. In People’s Republic of China, the 
production companies are state-owned and fall under the thumb of state propaganda. 
Those of Hong Kong, a former British colony, enjoy a freedom of media in the same 
way Taiwan does. In the short inventory of Nanjing massacre movies listed in the 
table below, we can classify them in chronological order and the origin of their 
directors. The second half of the 1980s until 1995 was a blooming period for 
Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwanese based movies. Since then, Nanjing has 
repeatedly drawn the attention of moviemakers from the West followed by another 
wave of Chinese based directors including Lu Chuan with his masterpiece Nanjing! 
Nanjing! “City of Life and Death”.  
 
Table1. Nanjing cinematic depiction 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
2010). 
2 Berry M. “Cinematic representations of the rape of Nanking.” East Asia Quarterly an International 
Quarterly 19, no. 4 (2001): 85-108. 
3Berry 2001, 85. 
Movie name. Director. Genre. Year & country 







Docudrama 1987  China 
(Mainland China) 
Don't Cry, Nanking Wu Ziniu 
吴子牛 
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